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:Blumn owith the definitions in c Alumn oA. Match the words in c
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a) a drop of liquid that comes out of your eye

b) to suddenly decide to do something

c) white - yellow material under the skin

d) the time that you don't work

e) in a quiet way

1-camly

2- jump into

3- Tear

4- fat

1

B. Fill in the blank with your own words:

5- Most people think that they are able to  c - - -    some diseases like the flu.

6- Some parents usually have troubles with their young  e - - - - - - - - -   school children
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C. Fill in the blank with the given words:

magnifies - enter - generous - symbols - found 

7. A telescope is an instrument that ............. ... distant objects. 

8. By paying attention to the ........................... in a dictionary, we can use it more easily. 

9. The rich man wanted to ......................... a school for homeless children 

10. That ............lady donated 1000 dollors to the research center. 
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D. Choose the best choice:

11.It's a .............. that we can't stay in such a beautiful place more. 

a. symbol b. pity c. section d. process

12. This book …………… all necessary information for tourists traveling here. 

a. supposes b. circles c. bites d. provides

13. The little girl was sitting on her father’s ……………………… . 

a. tip b. lap c. kiss d. sense

14. Are you interested in watching TV …………….….... . 

a. facts b. guidelines c. series d. senses
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E. Write a suitable "Relative pronoun" or "Tag Question:"

15. The birds ................... sing nicely cost a lot. ( which - who - whom)

16.We shouldn't drive fast in the streets,
5
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F. Write the correct form of the verb:

17.The first Persian dictionary ....................... around 1000 years ago. (to compile) 

18. Students ................ out while teaching, can they? (to go) 
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G. Choose the best choice : 

 19. The places in ....................... little children play should be safe. 

 a, whom                b. which             c. what             d. who  

20. Some monkeys ............ in the lab recently. 

 a. have studied         b. are being         c. studied         d. have been studied  

21. The old man....... near our apartment cannot walk easily. 

 a. who lives          b. who he lives           c. whom lives           d. that is he living 

 22. That was a terrible event for me,..............? 

 a. wasn't that                b. wasn't it               c. didn't it               d. it wasn't 
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H. Unscramble the sentences : 

23. Very / kept / Jack / and/communicative / himself / wasn't /to/. 

24. Coming / yesterday / whom/met/ the woman / to dinner / you /is/. 
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I. Combine the two sentences with the given relative pronouns : 

25. I can't understand the words. You are saying them to me. (that) 

26. The student told us a lie. He should be punished. (who) 
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J. Complete the following sentences :  

27. The key hasn't been found yet. I lost it yesterday. 

.................................................................................................... Found yet. 

 28. The teacher is going to correct our papers in class. 

Our papers..................................................................................................  
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K. Cloze test : Read the passage and choose the best choice : 

Dinosaurs died out and disappeared from the Earth about 65 million years ago. Dinosaurs 

may .............29............ for the largest animals in the world. Some of them could fly because 

of having strong............30............ They may have been as powerful as other huge land and 

sea animals on the earth, but we cannot compare them with whales and elephants because 

dinosaurs were more dangerous. Some scientists believe that a big planet from space hit the 

Earth. The impact and the heat from the planet may have killed them, ...........31............ 

others believe that the gas in the Earth's atmosphere may have stopped the sunshine and 

the cooler temperature started an ice age and the low temperature may have been too cold 

for dinosaurs. So far nobody can say why these powerful creatures .............32............ 

disappeared. 

 29. a) keep                     b) take                  c) break                  d) stand 

 30. a) colonies               b) wings               c) senses                 d) bites 

 31. a) hence                   b) but                    c) so                        d) therefore 

 32. a) suddenly              b) bravely            c) patiently            d) suitably 
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L. Read the passage and answer the following questions : 

The Tower of Pisa is located next to the cathedral in the city of Pisa in Italy. The building of 

Tower of Pisa began in 1173 and was completed in the 14th century in 1399. It is said that 

four 

Skillful engineers were busy to design this tower. 

Pisa got its name in 600 BC from a Greek word meaning "marshy land". There are several 

Other towers in Pisa that also lean, like the Bell Tower at the church of ST. Nicola. 

The original completed height of the tower of Pisa is 60 meters. Actually the tower's height is 

56.67 m. on the highest side and 55.86 m. on the lowest side. There are 251 steps from the 

bottom to the top of the tower. The tower has been leaning for 800 years, but visitors can 

climb up its steps to the top and take pictures. Engineers say that the visitors are safe in the 

tower. The Italian engineers are searching for the best plan to save the tower because any 

plan will take a lot of money. Many Italias don't believe the old tower is in danger. They say 

it leans and leans and leans, but it will never fall down. 

33. What's the origin of word "Pisa"? 

34. Is it allowed to climb up the tower and take pictures?  

35. According to the engineers, someday the Tower will certainly fall down. 

                        a. True                                  b.False 

36. We understand from the passage that ................. 

a. no visitors are allowed to enter the Tower         b. repairing this Tower will be cheap 

c. the name of this Tower is not Italian                    d. a cathedral is located far from the Tower 

37. Based on the passage, ........................... took the engineers to finish the building of the 

Tower. 

 a. a few months         b. over two hundred years        c. only a short time         d. some years 

 38. Which of the following questions didn't the writer answer in this passage? 

a. How many engineers had designed this Tower? 

b. What's the Italians' belief about this Tower?  

c. How high is the Tower?     

d. Why did the Tower start leaning? 
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                                                                                         هحل ههر یا اهضاء هدیر                                                         راهنوای تصحیح ردیف

 
A.  

1. e    2.b     3. a    4. c 

 
B.  

5. Cure    6. elementary 

 
c.  

7. Magnifies    8. Symbols   9. Found   10. generous 

 
D.  

11. b           12. d            13. b              14. c 

 
E.  

15. which/ that             16. shoud we? 

 
F.  

17. was compiled       18. can't go 

 
G.  

19.b             20. d             21. a              22.b 

 

H.  

23. Jack wasn't very communicative and kept to himself. 

24. The woman whom you met yesterday is coming to dinner. 

 

I.  

25. I can't understand the words that you are saying to me. 

26. The student who told us a lie should be punished. 

 

J.  

27. The key which/ that I lost yesterday hasn't been. 

28. are going to be corrected in class by the teacher. 

 
K.  

29. d             30. b            31. b               32. a 

 

L.  

33. It is a Greek word. 

34. Yes, It's allowed to climb up the tower and take pictures. 

35. b                  36. c             37. b               38. d 
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